“You are able to meet people face to face and they tell you that you’ve made a difference in their lives...there is nothing more rewarding.”

» AFE Pilot

Angel Flight East (AFE) pilots provide **FREE** air travel to individuals requiring crucial medical care at distant facilities who are in need of resources to get there. Additional services include the delivery of supplies to disaster areas and other compelling needs.

“I tell people I am a miracle walking around on two legs. It is because of organizations like Angel Flight East that people like me are able to live again.”

» AFE Passenger

Help us and help others by getting involved today!

215-358-1900
www.AngelFlightEast.org
1501 Narcissa Road | Blue Bell, PA 19422

Healing should be about getting better, not getting there.

JOIN US TODAY!
If you enjoy flying and helping others, join Angel Flight East!

**WHO ARE THE PASSENGERS?**

Children and adults in need of medical care far from home and others who are traveling for compelling needs. All passengers must be ambulatory and medically stable.

**WHERE ARE THEY FLYING?**

Generally passengers are flying to or from centers of medical excellence within the Eastern region of the U.S.; Maine to Virginia and west to Ohio. For longer distances, Angel Flight East partners with other organizations up to a maximum of 1000NM.

**HOW LONG ARE THE FLIGHTS?**

Typically each ‘mission leg’ is 330NM or less. For longer distances, flights are treated as ‘relay’ missions, and flown by multiple pilots.

**COMMAND PILOT REQUIREMENTS:**

» 300 Hours of Logged Flight time  
» IFR Rating  
» Access to IFR certified aircraft with at least four seats (Sorry, no experimentalas)  
» Proof of Aircraft Insurance  
» Completion of the Air Safety Institute Course

*Public Benefit Flying: Balancing Safety and Compassion*

**BENEFITS**

» **The ‘Feel Good’ Factor.** There’s nothing like the feeling of knowing you’ve made a difference in someone’s life!

» **Flexibility.** Pick the time, pick the mission. You choose the origins, destinations and passengers that are right for you.

» **Using your Seat Capacity to do Good.** Fill a seat on your scheduled business or personal trip. Enjoy the tax advantages while providing access to life-saving medical care.

» **Tax benefits.** Angel Flight East is a tax-exempt organization under 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Your contributions are deductible to the fullest extent allowed by law!

Enjoy many benefits while providing people access to life saving medical care.